Fundamentals Reviewed

Five Impressions That Bring Sales In the Pro Shop

By GEORGE AULBACH

NOTHING “just happens” that makes a customer buy. There is always a cause.

The attitude that every member takes toward us, and the merchandise we sell, is caused by some impression we made directly or indirectly. We have a personal service to sell and a good sales story to sell it with. The extent to which we succeed in selling will depend upon the number, the strength and the quality of the impressions we make.

Selling is something we do, just like building a green, painting a picture or growing a crop — there is something to it, something definite to work with, sound principles to apply and a correct method to use. When right principles are applied in the right way we get definite results.

A professional must be thoroughly sold on the merchandise he is selling and understand its selling features before he can effectively present it to his members.

We must continually study our merchandise, study our sales talks and our members’ reaction to our talks. After you have learned a good sales approach, fix it in your mind so it will actually become a part of you, then give expression to it as often as possible.

There are many good ways of selling golfing merchandise and each professional must use his own ingenuity on how to do the job best at his club.
Perfect Answer for SCORECARDS

- Size: 11¾" x 10" x 3".
- Machined from heavy gauge steel.
- Self-closing cover on piano hinge.
- Rust-proof enamel finish.
- Tight, weatherproof construction.
- Threaded pipe flange for easy mounting.
- Holds 300 men's, 300 ladies' cards, 2 gross pencils.

This SCORECARD BOX® is a brand new idea in golfing convenience... keeps scorecards and plenty of pencils handy right on the tee. Speeds play on busy days because golfers help themselves. Put one of these bright red and yellow reminders on the 1st and 10th tees — and perhaps on the 2nd for "forgetters."

Frees pro and his helpers of scorecard bother... a minute to fill, no maintenance. Easy to install — screw threaded flange into 2-inch pipe and lock with cotter pin. Originally designed by Harold Seig, pro at the Golden Valley Golf Club, Minneapolis, Minn. Now available to you.

A AND C SALES COMPANY, INC.
6518 Walker Street Minneapolis 26, Minn.

Five Pro Selling Impressions

There are, however, five standard methods of making strong and lasting impressions on members and prospects that can be used effectively by professionals. These have been used with success so many times before, that we can say with assurance that they are fundamentals in the field of selling. Let's list these under brief titles for convenience:

1. First
2. Last
3. Vividness
4. Repetition
5. Association of ideas

FIRST: The professional who is first to his members with a new model club or sales idea, always has the advantage over store competition. For example, Frigidaire was the first mechanical refrigerator to be advertised. Now, many people still call all mechanical refrigerators Frigidaire.

LAST: At any given time of the day, the last person you met is the one you are most apt to have in mind. The book, movie or card game of the night before will, in all probability, be the first topic of conversation in the morning. Why? Because it is fresh in your mind. A sales talk to a member just before he leaves the club for home sometimes makes a lasting impression that will result in a sale.

VIVIDNESS: If a professional can make a vivid impression on a member, it is sure to be a lasting one. By vivid we mean one that registers on the member's mind with more than ordinary intensity. Some salesmen have the knack of presenting a sales idea so as to leave a strong impression. Old thoughts or new, present them in a manner that has strength. For example, an explanation on how the open faced club will help the chronic hooker, or how the stiff shaft will benefit the fast swinger, or how the all-weather grip will help the man who cannot get a firm grip. These are vivid impressions.

REPETITION: The constant dropping of water wears away the stone. This is an old quotation that has lived for years because it sums up in a few words a universally accepted truth. A member may be "hard as a rock", as some may say, but if constructive sales ideas are told to him often enough, and convincingly enough, his sales resistance will melt away. Improve your game with clubs fitted to your individual swing, is an impressive sales
story. If you keep everlastingly at it, the power of repetition will soon make members believers.

ASSOCIATION OF IDEAS: When we see, hear or experience two or more ideas together, they become associated together in the mind. When we think of one, we think of the other.

For example, if you recall the name of one of your members, you will immediately remember some of his characteristics, his size and facial expressions. You will also remember his clubs and his style of play. This association of ideas is nature working on your mind. The things associated in your mind about this member are like knots on a string, pull one and the other will follow.

The mind cannot accept one impression and reject another. It accepts all impressions, both good and bad alike. To make good impressions we must associate with good people, good merchandise and good service. If it is known that the best players in your club improved their game with clubs selected by the pro, this association of good golf and pro-fitted clubs is a natural sales builder.

Pro Shop Revenue
(Continued from page 72)

Nothwithstanding the operating expenses, limited market and long-lasting nature of a lot of the pros' merchandise, pro golf probably can show a higher percentage of successful enterprises than any other field of small retailing outlets.

Considering the wide and mystifying variation of pro income at clubs that seemingly are about of the same spending class, the pro has to be a mighty careful and smart man to bring his own job up to the point where he will get a good return on his investment in inventory and good pay per hour. He's got to be lucky, too, and have the support of officials and members in providing the volume of business that will attract and hold a competent man.

Connecticut GCSA Officers

New officers of the Connecticut GCSA are A. C. Skelly, Highland CC, Shelton; H. W. Meusel, Yale CC, New Haven, vp; Charles Traverse, Mill River CC, Stratford, secy-treas; and A. F. Lentine, Tumble Brook CC, Bloomfield, asst. secy-treas. The association's board is made up of J. J. Paul, Indian Hill CC, Newington, M. Ovian, Manchester CC, and J. J. Perry, New London CC, Waterford.

At last, a money-saving way to produce an ideally thick tight turf for golf greens! Results of 5-year trials show new Penncross Bentgrass superior to commonly used bents in density . . . disease tolerance . . . resistance to adverse weather and unfavorable soil conditions.

Available for the first time . . . in limited supplies.